‘Through all our activity on and off track, we
have the unique ability to make the ownership
experience as incredible and rewarding as
possible, so creating the Lotus Club-GT was a
natural step for us. Our clients have come to
expect more than just to be handed the car keys,
metaphorically speaking, they want to be part of
the team and really understand how to get the
most from their investment – we recognised this
and created the Club-GT to ensure that they get
exactly what they need. Everything is tailored to
match the individual expectations of our clients
allowing them to truly realise their potential
behind the wheel’

Claudio Berro

Director, Lotus Motorsport
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“For somebody that loves cars I think that Lotus is the legend, so
to be part of the family I think it’s wonderful just the idea
to be even here, there’s something magical about it I have to say”

The exclusive Lotus Club – GT has been designed for those who want to experience the thrill of ownership of a GT
race car to develop their racing skills and knowledge purely for fun! Automatic entry to the Club is granted upon
your purchase of a Lotus Club GT specification car from the current EVORA GT range ; GTS, GT4, Enduro and GTE..
Individual programmes will be crafted for Lotus Club GT members to ensure maximum ownership fulfilment.
Programmes can also be designed specifically for those who harbour more serious future racing ambitions.
Club membership entitles owners to access a variety of benefits on and off track. These include, Lotus Club-GT
membership, exclusive access to the newly refurbished Lotus track at Hethel, car storage, race overalls, car cover
as well as the opportunity to enjoy expert one-to-one tuition, catering for Drivers of all abilities, from one of Lotus’
stable of factory Drivers. Membership also entitles owners to participate in a variety of unique and exclusive social
occasions. The Club lifestyle events on offer will also be individually designed to reflect individual tastes and can
include unique opportunities to have exclusive behind-the-scenes tours of the Lotus F1 factory, discounted Team
VIP hospitality tickets at F1 races to name but a few.
A Lotus coordinator will be assigned to each member to provide logistical support and facilitate all arrangements,
such as flights, travel and accommodation, to ensure each visit is seamless and pleasurable, and so that owners
enjoy a first class experience and treatment on each and every visit.

The Car GT ENDURO SPECification

specification

GT ENDURO

“... it starts when you order the car,

not when the car is delivered”

440bhp
XTRAC 426 gearbox with steering wheel operated paddle shift mechanism
AERO pack to include Carbon rear wing and rear diffuser
D2 Cosworth pi Data logging KIT with OMEGA DASH
long distance alcon brake kit
5 stud wheels
4 way adjustable ohlins tt x dampers
96 litre ft3 fia fuel tank with dry brake filler system
4 point Air jack system
Glass windscreen
Fixed anti-roll bars
Standard GT4 chassis loom
Dynamic sensor pach (chassis)
Lap beacon transmitter & software
Passenger seat & harness
1 extra set slick wheel and tyres
1 set wet wheels and tyres
Standard GT4 chassis loom
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“You make a date

CLUB GT

MEMBERSHIP

Custom made race suit, Lotus Racing to supply bespoke design and overall
Personal helmet design, by Lotus Racing
(painting at owners cost)
Expert one to one tuition with experienced Lotus Racing factory
Drivers and Ambassadors (POA)

In car video

Access to the Hethel FIA approved track FOC on 3 occasions per
calendar year (medical/marshal costs to be shared amongst Lotus Club-GT
participants). Additional track usage by separate agreement
Events outside of Hethel can be arranged. Club events outside Hethel
will be underwritten by Club members : Lotus Racing to provide
planning support
Dedicated concierge service. Lotus Racing account manager allocated
to facilitate all event planning FOC
(Accommodation, Transport, flights etc at members costs)
Car storage
Personalised Car cover
Personalised car livery design service
Access to exclusive Lotus social occasions and events

you save the date
and cherish the date
and then you do it
now all I can think about;
is my next opportunity
		
to be here”

MENtoring/tuition

DRIVER

Standard race driver training starting from entry level
Skills biased training to improve capabilities (braking, cornering accuracy, acceleration, managing tyres etc)
General car control in all conditions
Chassis set-up tuition, dampers, geometry, aerodynamics
Pro Driver tuition
Data analysis/de-briefs
Skill progression – target competition license acquisition
Free and timed sessions
Progression into Race series (ie Lotus Cup)

“The opportunity to have some great drivers next to you, that’s a lot of value there, you learn a
lot and I did learn tremendously today. you can see it in the times I went down and down and down
throughout the day, that’s the thing I bring home with the most pride y’know getting better”
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Each event will be designed to guarantee driving progression and an understanding of the dynamics
of a racing environment to ensure that each time you are in the car the experience is as rewarding
and enjoyable as the first. Driver development and fun are guaranteed in equal measure.

SESSIONS

TRACK TIME

EXAMPLE SCHEDULE
DAY 1
ARRIVAL
Chauffeur driven transfer from airport to hotel
Day activities/programme as required
(ie LRGP factory visit)
Dinner with the Lotus Racing Team Personnel
DAY 2
ARRIVAL at CIRCUIT
Welcome/refreshments/briefing/change into
race suits

“... it’s all about the cars and the sport

and you do absolutely feel part of the team...”

Dynamic track familiarisation
Car set-up work
Track-time
Car checks data acquisition review
Lunch
Driver tuition programme (1-2-1)
Open track session
De-brief with pro Drivers and Engineers
Future event planning
DEPART FOR AIRPORT
(stay overnight as required)
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